Clearview Support for Learning and Teaching

Teacher Managed/Family Supported
- Noncompliance
- Physical Contact (Horseplay)
- Property Misuse
- Teasing
- Verbal Abuse
- Theft
- Physical Aggression (Intent to cause harm)
- Left Classroom

Teacher Support
(BRS/BSS, Student Assistance Team, Counselor, SPED, Academic Coach)

Administration Managed

Skyward Minor (optional)
- Threat/Intimidation
- Bullying/Harassment

Skyward Major
- Drug/Alcohol
- Left Grounds
- Sexual Assault
- Weapon (Firearm)
- Physical Assault (infliction of bodily harm)

Interventions

REFLECTIVE
- Role play; Reflective Conversations; Social Conferences, Conscious Discipline strategies
- Identifying the Function of Student’s Behavior; Support Family Meetings; and Strategies For Documentation
- Restructuring Systems; Facilitate Staff Debrief and Corresponding Documentation; Consult Local Law Enforcement and/or Social Services

RESTORATIVE
- Apology of Action; "You Break It, You Fix It", Conscious Discipline Time Machine, logical consequence, family meetings/conversations
- Classroom Coverage; “Time Machine” Facilitation; Restorative Circle; Assist in Class Evacuation and Re-entry
- Collaborate With Law Enforcement; Determining Exclusionary Practices and Supporting Documentation, family meetings

INSTRUCTIONAL
- Direct Social Skills Instruction; Role Play; Cougar Slip, 5 to 1 positive comments, reteach/model/practice, connect to PBIS terms (safe, kind, responsible)
- Classroom Lessons; Skills Groups; In Class Coaching, Home Visits; Cultural understandings
- Follow Code of Conduct, Teach/Reinforce Crisis Management Procedures, Access reflection room, Create student Behavior Intervention plans through MTSS, Logical consequences,

Requesting Support
Call 6510

Clearview Cougars Care
Be kind 🐾 Be Responsible 🐾 Be Safe